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What is the cardinal difference in ZOI Global water solution
of water-soluble zeolite formulations?

VIDEO LINK

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/ycn2dcfdka

Also, can ZOI formulations cross the Blood Brain Barrier?
2

Zeolite Water-Suspension. Zeolite Powder. Zeolite Water1 Solution. Where do each of these work in the body and why
do they work that way in the body?

2

2

How did you discover that all other detoxes are only capable
https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/dayixjgdi2
of working and staying in the gut?

2

3

What is the significance of detoxification and supporting our
https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/8yk439wfdy
body's ability to detoxify on a daily basis?

3

1 How do heavy matals increase inflamation?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/exrg9qftkr

3

What are some of the ways toxins from heavy metals,
2 herbicides, pesticides, and mycotoxins (mold) affect our
wellness overtime?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/26enxexiju

3

3

In the body, Where do toxins tend to, predominantly
accumulate? Why do they have an affinity to hide there?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/3aki7czgof

4

1

Will you explain the significance of why it is important that
your Zeolite be water-soluble?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/k73ujs2m4e

4

2

What are the differences in effectiveness between chelation
therapy vs taking Cleardrops?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/5v8eh3pgwu

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/k1fvmgfnd1
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4

3

Outside of the label contraindications, is there any other
contraindication that someone should be aware?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/yvj7116g41

5

We hear of accumulation of things like cosmetics over a
lifetime being measured in several pounds. Is there any
1
similar estimate of the weight of heavy metals accumulating
in our bodies over a lifetime-after all they are "Heavy"?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/gptq5zue5i

5

2

Any plans to create a Canine/Pet formulation for Pet
detoxifation purposes?

5

3

Why is it important that ZOI Global not make medical claims
https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/r5e2ibftgt
or use testimonials to promote ZOI products?

6

I've heard Zeolites have heavy metals in them. How can I be
1 assured Cleardrops is not contributing to heavy metal toxicity https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/nbzq81qxl6
in my body?

6

2 Do Zeolites make you more ALUMINUM TOXIC?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/krjc3cebot

6

If toxins took years to accumilate in our body. How many
3 years will it take for Cleardrops to eliminate the toxins from
our body?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/6pfxvhtcxk

7

1

Is the vitamin c used in ZOI Products a natural vitamin c or a
SYNTHETIC vitamin c?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/kagm72ezoo

7

2

Will ClearDrops remove any essential minerals from the
body?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/kwnkacrijz

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/glbomoo5q6
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Dr. Nikolaos , with many earned degrees , what is so special
about your Pharmd?
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7

3

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/yfvifakc75

8

When I look at other companies, they appear to have no
PROBLEM recommending children to consume their product,
1
https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/n1rru8hsy8
yet ClearDrops does not support use by children. Can you
explain WHY ZOI does not?

8

Can ClearDrops be refridgerated to extend the 30-day
2 expiration date once I open my ClearDrops bottle? If not,
Why not?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/iwj213husm

8

3

If I am obese, will ClearDrops still be able to pass into my
adipose tissue to pull out the toxins?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/p224hoqbxg

9

1 What is ClearDrops capable of removing from my body?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/ymatgbiy2z

9

2 How Does ClearDrops affect smokers?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/robfsawr4a

9

3

10

1 So, you eat organic. Right?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/928mo13mgz

10

2 What is meant by the words "subclinical toxicity"?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/1x52kbql8f

When taking Cleardrops, do we start with 10 drops or do we
https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/e8io9sqrrg
work up, gradually?
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10

During last week's Live Q&A regarding children and ZOI
ClearDrops, your statement was: " Children are not small
3
adults." Will you, please elaborate on this most important
matter?

11

Is ClearDrops considered a TRUE BINDER, or do I need to add
1 a product that will actually bind to the toxins to eliminate
https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/oj1ydbdki1
them from the body?

11

2

If the body can detox itself, Why does a person need
ClearDrops?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/piztnbigou

11

3

If someone is taking ClearDrops, do they need to do a liver
cleanse, periodically?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/hf76jhzdj5

12

I have been told that I cannot use any metal "binder" until I
get all of my old mercury amalgum fillings removed. Should I
1
https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/c6nrklqxfk
wait to start ClearDrops until AFTER I remove my old
amalgum fillings?

12

2

If planning to become pregnant, is this a good time to start
ClearDrops?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/3j7p5frcer

12

3

Are there any other benefits from ClearDrops outside of
daily, systemic detoxification?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/lgyc2okcct

13

1 Are all zeolites created equal? If not, WHY NOT?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/tdl5zsdr6e

13

What does HIGH BIOAVAILABILTY mean and why is it
2 important in a detoxification dietary supplement like ZOI
ClearDrops?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/91zizyy89p

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/6nturkh2zf
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Mycotoxins are from mold exposure. Are ZOI ClearDrops the
https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/4lv4geu7np
most effective way to remove mycotoxins?

13

3

14

1 What other toxins are bound by ZOI ClearDrops?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/5v3v5c3o8p

14

2 What is a ZEOLITE?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/l4k52nsqz6

14

3 Why do people need a zeolite on a daily basis?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/69rzpu8co5

15

1 Why do people need ZOI zeolites?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/itvwfrumic

15

2

15

What is the difference in the FDA heavy metals testing
3 standards and the EPA heavy metals testing standards
regarding zeolite products?

16

1

What FDA safety standards are used by Metron
Nutraceuticals in all ZOI formulations?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/kdgu6z2q8l

16

2

How do ZOI zeolites bind to heavy metals and remove these
toxic metals from the body?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/8vkavxats2

Does ClearDrops or any zeolite product have the capability to
https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/1dmhzkf2fm
help balance the body's pH?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/x7vtiifezp
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3

Does someone have to be diagnosesd with a toxicity problem
https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/27eog1j29c
to begin using ZOI ClearDrops?

17

1

How does CLearDrops compare to using glutathione for
detoxification?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/lbjpmxvk6a

17

Will you compare 'redox signaling science' for detoxification
2 vs. ZOI Zeolites used on a daily, systemic PROVEN
detoxification?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/vzuzzb52fy

17

3

Why do ZOI products have a 30-day lifespan after opening
the product bottle?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/9ij5vnqrw6

18

Is a lab-made clinoptilolite zeolite considered the same as a
1 naturally ocurring clinoptilolite zeolite when it comes to
claiming GRAS status?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/97jxyn7cj6

18

2

Regarding the size of zeolites, we commonly hear "nanosized'. Will you educate us the size of zeolites?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/3sc5xxjuqo

18

3

Scientifically speaking, what differentiates between pure
water, and purified water?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/527vont3o6

19

Explain the significance of Zoi ClearDrops being PROVEN
capable of detoxification INSIDE THE TOTAL BODY vs. EVERY
1
https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/699c2qp8n2
OTHER ZEOLITE detoxification actions occurring ONLY IN THE
GUT?

19

2

If taking ZOI ClearDrops, are humic acids and fulvic acids
supplements needed for further detoxification purposes?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/cqeznneep1
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Please explain what is meant by ZOI Global products offering
https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/j4xrapt4zg
"HIGHEST BIOAVAILABILITY"?

19

3

20

1 Is Potassium Sorbate banned in the EU?

20

2

Is potassium sorbate a safe and effective preservative
according to U.S. FDA and E.U. EFSA?

20

3

Why does ZOI Global NOT USE fulvic acids and humic acids in
https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/kw3qycrgnb
their formulations?

21

2

Is consuming activated charcoal a safe detoxification
method?

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/9yg284nhyw

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/x66xie9mni

https://zoiglobal.dotcompal.com/video/embed/felr1etokp

